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Basic information about the drug BDENZADescription BDENZAOrder, delivery and payment «BDENZA»?

Buy BDENZA

BDENZA is an Indian-made anticancer agent aimed at fighting advanced prostate cancer. BDENZA XTANDI contains enzalutamide. The drug is
prescribed exclusively by a doctor on an individual basis.

The cost of the drug BDENZA

Our online pharmacy works directly with manufacturers, which is why we offer medicines at a more affordable price. All drugs are licensed.

Reviews of the drug BDENZA

The drug has passed clinical trials, as a result of which the effectiveness of the drug has been proven. In addition, the patients themselves leave
positive reviews about the drug. Unfortunately, the number of cancer patients is growing every day, so it is necessary to choose high-quality and
effective drugs, including BDENZA.

How does BDENZA work?

The drug is effective against prostate cancer. Enzalutamide tablets block the use of sex hormones. As a result, the amount of androgens
decreases, the tumor becomes smaller, therefore, the development of cancer slows down.

Features of the use of the drug BDENZA (Enzalutamide)

The medicine is recommended to be taken every day at the same time with a dosage of 160 mg. It is necessary to strictly adhere to the doctor's
prescriptions, it is not recommended to independently make a decision to increase the dosage of the medication. Usually the course of
treatment is quite long. At the beginning of the course of treatment, one should refrain from planning pregnancy in order to avoid fetal
development disorders for a period of 3 to 6 months.

Results of therapy with BDENZA

BDENZA is one of the most effective cancer-fighting drugs approved back in 2012. The drug has passed many clinical trials, as a result of which
its high efficiency has been proven. According to the latest data, the drug can reduce the risk of death by about 40%, and the risk of disease
progression by 80%.

Side effects and contraindications of BDENZA

The drug is contraindicated in children and persons with an individual intolerance to the components of the drug. Also, the drug is not
recommended for use by persons suffering from epilepsy, TBI, stroke attacks, brain tumor, seizures. The most common side effects are fatigue,
swelling, and joint pain.

How to order the drug BDENZA?

To place an order, you need to fill out a special form on the page of the tool itself. After registration, the operators will contact you. Alternatively,
you can call our online pharmacy for ordering and consultation. The operator can also answer your questions. If, for some reason, you cannot
place an order using the proposed methods, contact our pharmacy in the WhatsApp application.

Our Internet pharmacy guarantees the quality of medicines, we strictly follow the conditions for storing medicines.

Delivery BDENZA

In our pharmacy, courier delivery is available in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Krasnodar and regions. Delivery to other points of Russia is possible
by courier services, as well as by Russian Post. There is an option for urgent delivery of the drug.

BDENZA payment
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"The online pharmacy trusts its customers! Customers can pay for the product after receiving it! And there is no prepayment! However, if you
pay before receiving it, you can get a discount.
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